
Quality education at affordable cost 
 

The Finolex Academy of Management and Technology (FAMT) was established in 1996 at Ratnagiri by Late 
Shri Pralhad P. Chhabria, the founder chairman of Finolex Group of Companies. The motive of the institute 
is to serve the society by providing quality higher education and research in the rural and urban India. 
Founder chairman had the profound vision to transform our society through his entrepreneurial endeavor 
while being passionate about socio-economic transformation through education and research. This 
institution exemplifies his philosophy of “Quality technical education at affordable cost and uplifting the 
needy students”. The institute has implemented the scholarships for the needy students who are 
economically weak. 
 
As per the vision, to provide the quality education, FAMT is having state of the art infrastructure, well 
equipped laboratories and qualified faculty and staff. 
 
Academic schedule is followed strictly as per the academic calendar and 100% syllabus completion is 
done. Apart from regular theory and practical syllabus, course enrichment is carried out by faculty to fill 
the gap in the syllabus of the courses. Additional efforts are taken by conducting workshops, add-on 
courses and value-added courses in each program to fill the gap in the syllabus and industry needs so that 
the students will be job ready. To enhance the soft skills of the student’s soft skill training programs are 
organized. To enhance and nurture leadership qualities, working in team is supported by various student 
organizations in each branch. To create social and environmental awareness programs such as Blood 
donation, Donation drive to less privileged, beach cleaning, tree plantation drive, water conservation 
drive, etc. are being conducted regularly. 
 
In our goal to nurture outstanding technocrats, holistic development of students takes precedence at the 
institute. Therefore, the institute offers a vibrant academic ambiance with excellent amenities, robust 
training with industry collaborations and student centered activities on campus to promote professional 
and personal growth of students. 
 
The academy shares its resources for the conduction of various recruitment examinations conducted by 
government and autonomous institutions. The institution is also taking part in conducting admission 
related examinations such as MH-CET, JEE, GATE, etc. 
 
With the average fees compared to other colleges, FAMT strives to provide quality education at affordable 
cost. This is reflected in the result of the institution with many rank holders among top 20 in the university 
of Mumbai. 
 
Since the inception of the institute in the year 1996, as per its vision of nurturing students as leaders who 
are tuned with global trends with affordable cost with the aim of providing Quality education at 
affordable cost is being fulfilled by the institute. 
 
To support the claim the institute is constantly listed in good position at various ranking agencies and with 
various awards.  
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